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Abstract

 

The most common human leukemia is B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), a malig-
nancy of mature B cells with a characteristic clinical presentation but a variable clinical course.
The rearranged immunoglobulin (Ig) genes of CLL cells may be either germ-line in sequence
or somatically mutated. Lack of Ig mutations defined a distinctly worse prognostic group of
CLL patients raising the possibility that CLL comprises two distinct diseases. Using genomic-
scale gene expression profiling, we show that CLL is characterized by a common gene expres-
sion “signature,” irrespective of Ig mutational status, suggesting that CLL cases share a common
mechanism of transformation and/or cell of origin. Nonetheless, the expression of hundreds of
other genes correlated with the Ig mutational status, including many genes that are modulated
in expression during mitogenic B cell receptor signaling. These genes were used to build a CLL
subtype predictor that may help in the clinical classification of patients with this disease.

Key words: cDNA microarrays • gene expression profiling • leukemia • lymphocytic • 
chronic

 

Introduction

 

The observation that the rearranged Ig variable genes in

 

chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)

 

* 

 

cells can either be
unmutated or mutated suggested that CLL might comprise
two different diseases that have been lumped together using
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standard diagnostic methods (1–3). Somatic hypermutation
of Ig genes is a specialized diversification mechanism that is
activated in B cells at the germinal center stage of differenti-
ation (4, 5). Thus, it was suggested that CLL might include
two disparate malignancies, one derived from an Ig-unmu-
tated, pregerminal center B cell, and the other from an Ig-
mutated B cell that has passed through the germinal center.
This “two disease” model of CLL was further supported by
the observation that Ig-unmutated and Ig-mutated CLL pa-
tients had distinctly different clinical courses (2, 3). This
model predicts that Ig-unmutated and Ig-mutated CLL
would not be highly related to each other in gene expres-
sion. A precedent for this model is found in the recent
demonstration that another lymphoid malignancy, diffuse
large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL), actually includes two dis-
tinct diseases that are morphologically indistinguishable but
which have largely nonoverlapping gene expression profiles
(6). An alternative hypothesis is that all cases of CLL have a
common cellular origin and/or a common mechanism of
malignant transformation. This model predicts that Ig-
mutated and Ig-unmutated CLL cases should share a gene
expression signature that is characteristic of CLL.

To test these two models, and to identify molecular dif-
ferences between CLL patients that might influence their
clinical course, we determined the gene expression pheno-
type of CLL on a genomic scale using Lymphochip cDNA
microarrays (6, 7). Our data demonstrate that CLL, irre-
spective of the Ig mutational status, is defined by a charac-
teristic gene expression signature, thus favoring the notion
that all cases share some aspects of pathogenesis. Nonethe-
less, we found hundreds of genes differentially expressed
between Ig-unmutated and Ig-mutated CLL providing the
first molecular insight into the biological mechanisms that
lead to the divergent clinical behaviors of these subgroups
of CLL patients. The unexpected finding that B cell activa-
tion genes were differentially expressed between the two
Ig-mutational subgroups in CLL suggests the intriguing
possibility that signaling pathways downstream of the B cell
receptor (BCR) contribute to the more aggressive clinical
behavior of the Ig-unmutated subtype.

 

Materials and Methods

 

Microarray Procedures.

 

Peripheral blood samples from CLL pa-
tients diagnosed according to National Cancer Institute guidelines
(8) were obtained after informed consent and were treated anon-
ymously during microarray analysis. 33 CLL patients studied had
not received chemotherapy at the time of sample acquisition and
four patients had received prior treatment. Ig mutational status
was only studied in untreated patients. Leukemic cells from CLL
blood samples were purified by magnetic selection for CD19

 

�

 

(Miltenyi Biotec) at 4

 

�

 

C before mRNA extraction and microar-
ray analysis. Other mRNA samples from normal and malignant
lymphoid populations have been described previously as have cell
purification methods and array methods (6). All microarray ex-
periments used the Cy5 dye to generate the experimental cDNA
probe from mRNA of normal and malignant lymphocytes, and
the Cy3 dye to generate the reference cDNA probe from mRNA
pooled from nine lymphoma cell lines as described previously (6).

 

Expression data presented in Figs. 1, 4, and 5 are available at http:
//llmpp.nih.gov/cll.

Initial microarray data selection was based on fluorescence sig-
nal intensity. Each selected data point either had 100 relative fluo-
rescent units (RFU’s) above background in both the Cy3 and Cy5
channels, or 500 RFU’s above background in either channel
alone. A supervised selection of genes preferentially expressed in
CLL cells (see Fig. 1 A) was performed as follows. First, we used
the fact that the majority of cell lines that were used to construct
the reference pool of mRNA were derived from DLBCL. The
percentage of CLL samples with expression ratio 

 

�

 

3 relative to
the reference cell line pool was calculated, and the same calcula-
tion was also performed for the DLBCL samples. Genes were se-
lected for which 

 

�

 

50% of the CLL samples, and 

 

�

 

25% of the
DLBCL samples, had ratios 

 

�

 

3. Additionally, genes were selected
if the average CLL ratio was greater than the average DLBCL ra-
tio by greater than threefold. For Fig. 1 B, representative genes
were chosen from Fig. 1 A by computing the average expression
in CLL samples and the average expression in resting B cell sam-
ples (adult and cord blood B cells). CLL signature genes were cho-
sen to be at least twofold more highly expressed in CLL than in
resting B cells and CLL/resting B cell genes were chosen to be ex-
pressed equivalently (within twofold) in the two sample sets. Du-
plicate array elements representing the same genes were removed.
Germinal center genes were chosen from a previous analysis (6).

 

RT-PCR.

 

500 ng poly-A

 

�

 

 mRNA was used to generate first
strand cDNA using Superscript (Life Technologies) together with
random hexamers and oligo-dT primers. ZAP-70 oligonucle-
otide primers (5

 

�

 

 TCTCCAAAGCACTGGGTG 3

 

�

 

, 5

 

�

 

 AGCT-
GTGTGTGGAGACAACCAAG 3

 

�

 

) were then used for PCR
amplification for 27 cycles.

 

Statistical Analysis.

 

A two-group t-statistic on log2 expression
ratios was used to measure the ability of each array element to
discriminate between the two CLL mutational subtypes univari-
ately. For multivariate subtype prediction, we used a linear com-
bination of log2 expression ratios for array elements that were
significant at the 

 

P

 

 

 

�

 

 0.001 significance level in the univariate
analysis. The expression ratios were weighted in the linear com-
bination by the univariate t statistics. The linear combination was
computed for each sample and the average linear combination
was computed for each CLL subtype. The midpoint of the two
CLL subtype means was used as a cut-point for subtype predic-
tion. For the cross-validation analysis, the subtype predictor was
calculated by sequentially omitting one sample from the test set of
cases, and using the remaining cases to generate the predictor. In
Fig. 4 B, calculation of the 

 

P

 

 value from the permutation distri-
bution of the t-statistic also demonstrated the high statistical sig-
nificance of the differential gene expression between the CLL
subtypes (data not shown). Classification was determined on all
CLL cases with the exception of CLL-60 (Ig-unmutated) and
CLL-21 and CLL-51 (minimally mutated cases).

In Fig. 5, the choice of B cell activation genes was made as fol-
lows. The B cell activation series of microarray experiments in-
cluded several different stimulations with anti-IgM for 6, 24, and
48 h for each Lymphochip array element, we averaged the data at
each activation time point, and then selected those elements that
gave a twofold induction compared with the resting B cell aver-
age for at least one time point.

 

Results

 

The Gene Expression Signature of CLL.

 

We profiled
gene expression in CLL samples (

 

n

 

 � 

 

37) using Lymphochip
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cDNA microarrays containing 17,856 human cDNAs (7).
To facilitate comparison of each CLL mRNA sample with
the others and with previously generated data sets, we com-
pared gene expression in each CLL mRNA sample to a
common reference mRNA pool prepared from lymphoid
cell lines (6, 7). Using this strategy, the relative gene expres-
sion in the CLL cases could be compared with other B cell
malignancies (DLBCL and follicular lymphoma) and of nor-
mal B cell and T cell subpopulations. Fig. 1 A presents ex-
pression data from 328 Lymphochip array elements repre-
senting 

 

�

 

247 genes that were selected in a supervised
fashion (see Materials and Methods) to be more highly ex-
pressed in the majority of CLL samples than in DLBCL
samples (

 

n

 

 � 

 

40). These genes fall into two broad categories,
which are highlighted by representative genes in Fig. 1 B.
Genes in the first category define a CLL gene expression
“signature” that distinguishes CLL from various normal B
cell subsets and from other B cell malignancies. The CLL
signature genes were not expressed highly in resting blood B
cells or in germinal center B cells. This group of genes in-
cludes several named genes not previously suspected to be
expressed in CLL (e.g., Wnt3, titin, Ror1) as well as a num-
ber of novel genes from various normal and malignant B cell
cDNA libraries. By contrast, CLL cells lacked expression of
most genes that are preferentially expressed in germinal cen-

ter B cells (Fig. 1 C). In addition to this set of CLL signature
genes, CLL preferentially expressed a set of genes that distin-
guish resting, G0 stage blood B cells from mitogenically ac-
tivated blood B cells and germinal center B cells that are tra-
versing the cell cycle (Fig. 1 B). The expression of these
resting B cell genes by CLL cells is consistent with the indo-
lent, slowly proliferating character of this malignancy.

One of these resting B cell samples was prepared from
human cord blood that is enriched for B cells bearing the
CD5 surface marker, a B cell subpopulation that has been
proposed to be the normal counterpart of CLL. The cord
blood B cells were 

 

�

 

80% CD5

 

�

 

 by FACS

 

®

 

 analysis (data
not shown) whereas resting B cells from adult blood are
10–20% CD5

 

� 

 

(9). We did not observe notably higher ex-
pression of the CLL signature genes in the cord blood B
cell sample than in the adult B cell sample (Fig. 1) and no
overall correlation in the expression of genes in Fig. 1 was
observed between CLL and either adult or cord blood B
cells (Pearson correlation coefficients 

 

�

 

0.27 and –0.21, re-
spectively). Thus, our gene expression profiling analysis
does not provide support for the hypothesis that the CD5

 

�

 

B cell is a CLL precursor. It is certainly possible, however,
that the expression of the CLL signature genes might be
due to the oncogenic mechanisms of CLL and therefore
might not be a feature of any normal B cell subpopulation.

Figure 1. Discovery of a common
gene expression phenotype in CLL.
(A) 328 Lymphochip array elements
representing �247 genes that were
more highly expressed as mRNA in
the majority of CLL samples relative
to DLBCL samples. The expression
data are presented as a matrix in
which the rows represent individual
genes, and the columns represent in-
dividual mRNA samples. The rela-
tive level of gene expression is de-
picted according to the color scale
shown at the bottom. Gray squares
indicate missing or excluded data.
(B) Relative expression levels of se-
lected genes from A in mRNA sam-
ples presented in the following order,
from left to right: cell lines (JVM-HH,
OCI-Ly10, OCI-Ly3, U937); T cells
(adult, CD4�, unstimulated; neona-
tal, CD4�, unstimulated; fetal,
CD4�, unstimulated; adult, CD4�,
� PMA [P] and ionomycin [I]; neo-
natal cord blood T cells, � P and I;
fetal, CD4�, � P and I), resting
B-cells (cord blood CD19� B cells;
adult blood CD19� B cells), acti-
vated B cells (adult blood B cells,
anti-IgM � CD40L 6 h; adult blood
B cells, anti-IgM 24 h; adult blood B
cells, anti-IgM � CD40L 24 h; adult
blood B cells, anti-IgM � IL-4
24 h), adult blood memory B-cells
(CD27�), tonsil germinal center B
cells, follicular lymphomas (n � 7),

DLBCLs (n � 40), and CLL (n � 37). The CLL samples were grouped according to Ig mutational status as indicated. In the gene names, an asterisk de-
notes a sequence verified gene, IM indicates an IMAGE consortium (reference 29) clone identification number, and LC indicates an unsequenced Lym-
phochip clone identification number. (C) Relative expression levels of selected genes characteristic of the germinal center B cell differentiation stage.
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Ig Mutational Status.

 

The expressed Ig heavy chain
genes were sequenced from 28 CLL cases and compared
with known germ-line encoded Ig V

 

H

 

 segments as de-
scribed previously (10) (Fig. 2 A). By convention, V

 

H

 

 se-
quences that matched known germ line sequences with

 

�

 

98% identity were considered unmutated, as any minor
differences observed in this group were assumed to reflect
genetic polymorphism (1–3). By this criterion, 16 CLL
cases in our study set were unmutated. The remaining
cases were further separated into a group of 10 highly mu-
tated cases (

 

�

 

97% identity with any germ-line V

 

H

 

 seg-
ment) and a group of two cases that were minimally mu-
tated (

 

�

 

97% but 

 

�

 

98% identity with known germ-line
V

 

H

 

 genes). CLL cases were grouped in Fig. 1 according to
Ig mutational status as indicated. Although some variation
in expression of the CLL signature and CLL/resting B cell
genes was evident between CLL patients, most patients in
each Ig mutational subtype highly expressed these genes at
comparable levels. Furthermore, an unsupervised hierar-
chical clustering of the CLL cases using 10,249 Lympho-
chip array elements resulted in a clustering dendrogram in
which the Ig-unmutated and Ig-mutated CLL cases were
extensively intermingled (data not shown). Thus, the over-
all gene expression profiles of the two CLL subtypes were
largely overlapping.

Segregation of our patients according to Ig mutational
status revealed that Ig-unmutated CLL patients had a sig-

nificantly worse clinical course, requiring earlier treatment,
than the Ig-mutated CLL patients (Fig. 2 B), in keeping
with previous reports (2, 3).

 

CLL Subtype Distinction Genes.

 

Given the dramatically
different clinical behavior of the Ig-unmutated and Ig-
mutated CLL patients, it was evident that gene expression
differences should be discernible between these groups. To
both discover such genes and statistically validate their rela-
tionship to the Ig-mutational subgroups, we conducted the
Ig mutational analysis independently and sequentially in
two random subsets of our CLL patients (Fig. 3). The
“training” set consisted of 10 Ig-unmutated cases and eight
Ig-mutated cases. In this gene discovery phase, we assigned
the minimally mutated CLL cases to the mutated class. The
mean expression of each gene was then calculated for both
mutational subgroups and the statistical significance of the
difference of these means was determined. All genes that
discriminated between the mutational subgroups at a signif-
icance of 

 

P 

 

� 

 

0.001 (

 

n

 

 � 

 

56) were used to form a “predic-
tor” that could be used to assign a CLL sample to a muta-
tional subgroup based on gene expression (see Methods).

The performance of this CLL subtype predictor was ini-
tially tested using a cross-validation strategy (Fig. 3 A). One
of the 18 CLL samples in the training set was omitted, the
statistically significant genes were determined, and a predic-
tor was calculated based on the remaining 17 samples. The
omitted sample was then assigned to a CLL subtype based

Figure 2. Analysis of somatic mutations
in the Ig VH genes in 28 CLL patients and
correlation with their clinical courses. (A)
VH gene usage and distribution of replace-
ment (�) and silent (*) mutations in the
complementarity determining regions
(CDRs) and framework regions (FWs). #,
VH sequence most homologous to multiple
cDNA sequences. (B) Kaplan-Meier curve
comparing the time from diagnosis to treat-
ment between CLL patients with mutated
and unmutated VH genes. Median time to
treatment in Ig-mutated CLL: 95 mo; me-
dian time to treatment in Ig-unmutated
CLL: 28 mo. The difference is significant at
the P � 0.001 level (log-rank test).
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on gene expression using this predictor. The Ig mutational
status of 17 CLL samples was correctly assigned by this pro-
cedure with one misassignment. To test the statistical sig-
nificance of this result, we created 1,000 random permuta-
tions of the assignments of CLL samples to the Ig mutation
subgroups. For each permutation, the cross-validation pro-
cess described above was repeated. Only one of the 1,000
random permutations generated a predictor that performed
as well as the predictor based on the unpermutated data,
demonstrating that the significance of the gene expression
difference between the CLL subtypes was 

 

P

 

 

 

� 

 

0.001.
As a final test of the CLL subtype predictor, we deter-

mined the Ig mutational status of a “test” set of 10 addi-
tional CLL cases and used the predictor derived from the
training set to assign the cases in this test set to a CLL sub-
type based on gene expression in a blinded fashion (Fig. 3
B). Nine out of ten of the test cases were correctly as-
signed, showing the ability of the CLL subtype predictor to
correctly assign new CLL cases based on gene expression
data that was not used to generate the predictor. The one
misclassified CLL case (CLL-60) clearly was an outlier in
gene expression (see below). Taken together with the
cross-validation results, these data demonstrate that gene
expression can define CLL subtypes that have different de-
grees of Ig mutation.

An important practical benefit of these findings would be
to create a diagnostic test for the CLL subtypes based upon
gene expression. In this regard, one of the most differen-
tially expressed genes from the analysis of the training set of
cases, ZAP-70, could classify all of the cases in both the
training and the test set with 100% accuracy. Likewise, pre-
dictors based on two genes (ZAP-70 and IM1286077) or
three genes (ZAP-70, IM1286077, activation-induced
C-type lectin) discovered using the training set formed
CLL subtype predictors that performed with 100% accu-
racy on the training set and test set of CLL cases.

We next expanded our search for CLL subtype distinc-
tion genes using data from both the training set and test set
of CLL cases. The two CLL cases with minimal Ig muta-
tions (CLL-22 and CLL-51) were excluded based on the
possibility that their Ig sequences might actually represent
as yet undescribed polymorphic V

 

H

 

 alleles. CLL-60 was ex-
cluded based on its unusual gene expression characteristics
that led to its misclassification by the CLL subtype predic-
tor. Fig. 4 A presents 205 Lymphochip array elements
(

 

�

 

175 genes) that were differentially expressed between
the CLL subtypes with a statistical significance of 

 

P

 

 �

 

0.001. Hierarchical clustering of the CLL cases based on
expression of these genes placed the majority of Ig-unmu-
tated CLL cases in one cluster and the Ig-highly mutated
CLL cases in another. As expected, CLL-60 was more
closely aligned with the Ig-mutated CLL cases, though it
was an outlier from the major cluster of Ig-mutated CLL
cases. Interestingly, both of the CLL cases with a low Ig
mutational load were also outliers, though they were more
closely related to the Ig-mutated CLL subtype than to the
Ig-unmutated CLL subtype. These data define two pre-
dominant CLL subtypes that differ in the expression of
hundreds of genes but also demonstrate that additional mi-
nor CLL subtypes may exist that have distinct gene expres-
sion profiles. Fig. 4 B highlights some of the genes that
most strongly differentiate between the CLL subtypes.
ZAP-70 was the most tightly discriminating gene, with an
average 4.3-fold higher expression in Ig-unmutated CLL
than in Ig-mutated CLL (

 

P

 

 � 

 

10

 

�

 

6

 

). RT-PCR analysis
confirmed ZAP-70 expression in two Ig-unmutated CLL
cases (CLL-48 and CLL-49), in contrast to CLL-66 and
CLL-69 that were Ig-mutated (Fig. 4 C). Surprisingly,
ZAP-70 expression was also observed in several B cell lines
(LILA, LK-6, OCI-Ly2), but not in many others (Raji;
Fig. 4 C, and data not shown).

 

Relationship between B Cell Activation and the CLL Subtype
Distinction.

 

Several of the CLL subtype distinction genes
are known or suspected to be induced by protein kinase C
(PKC) signaling, including activation-induced C-type lec-
tin (11), MDS019, a very close paralogue of phorbolin
1 (12), and gravin, a scaffold protein that binds PKC and
may regulate its activity (13). One mechanism by which
PKC is activated in B cells is through BCR signaling (14).
Therefore, we investigated whether the CLL subtype dis-
tinction genes are regulated during activation of blood B
cells, using a gene expression database generated previously
using Lymphochip microarrays (6). Strikingly, many of the

Figure 3. Statistical methodology for the creation and validation of an
Ig-mutational status predictor in CLL. (A) Performance of the predictor
using a cross-validation strategy. (B) Performance of the Ig-mutational
subtype predictor in a test set of six unmutated (*) and four mutated CLL
(	) samples.
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genes that were more highly expressed in Ig-unmutated
CLL were induced during activation of blood B cells (Fig.
5 A). Many of these genes encode proteins involved in cell
cycle control (e.g., cyclin D2) or in cellular metabolism re-
quired for cell cycle progression (e.g., HPRT and other

nucleotide modifying enzymes). Conversely, the majority
of the genes that were expressed at lower levels in Ig-
unmutated CLL were strongly downmodulated during B
cell activation (Fig. 5 B). These results demonstrate that the
CLL subtype distinction genes are enriched for genes that

Figure 4. Relative gene expres-
sion levels of CLL subtype distinc-
tion genes. (A) Hierarchical clus-
tering of gene expression data for
205 array elements representing
�175 genes that were differen-
tially expressed between mutated
and unmutated CLL samples (P �
0.001). (B) Hierarchical clustering
of genes that most strongly dis-
criminated between the CLL sub-
types. Also shown for each gene is
the ratio of mean expression of the
gene in Ig-unmutated CLL sam-
ples (excluding CLL-60) versus
mean expression in Ig-mutated
(high) CLL samples, together with
the P values (Student’s t test) that
quantitate the significance of the
difference in mean expression be-
tween the two CLL subtypes. (C)
RT-PCR analysis of ZAP-70 ex-
pression. Shown are data from two
Ig-unmutated and two Ig-mutated
CLL cases, a T cell line (Jurkat),
various B cell lines found by mi-
croarray analysis to express ZAP-70
(LILA, LK6, OCI-Ly2), and a B
cell line not expressing ZAP-70
(Raji; C, and data not shown). The
control lane represents a reaction
in which the reverse transcriptase
was omitted.
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are modulated in expression by B cell activation. Indeed,
47% of the CLL subtype distinction genes were induced
during B cell activation, whereas only 18% of all Lympho-
chip genes were in this category (Fig. 5 C).

Discussion
The comprehensive profiling of gene expression in CLL

presented here provides a new molecular framework for
understanding the etiology of this leukemia and the diver-
gent clinical courses of these patients. Using genomic-scale
gene expression profiling, we addressed a current contro-
versy in CLL pathogenesis, namely whether this diagnosis
comprises more than one disease entity. CLL patients have
been subdivided based on the Ig mutational status of their
leukemic cells (1–3), but it was unclear whether these pa-
tients had molecularly distinct diseases. Our data demon-
strate that all CLL patients share a characteristic gene ex-
pression signature in their leukemic cells. These findings
support a model in which all cases of CLL have a common
cell of origin and/or a common mechanism of malignant
transformation. In this model, the CLL-specific gene ex-
pression signature might represent the gene expression sig-
nature of a common normal precursor cell or it might re-
flect the downstream gene expression consequences of a
common oncogenic event. These findings are in contrast to
the previous observation that DLBCL consists of two dis-
ease entities that did not have overlapping gene expression
outside of genes involved in proliferation and in the host
response to the tumor (6).

Previously unsuspected features of CLL biology emerge
from its gene expression profile, generating a wealth of hy-
potheses to guide future studies of this disease. CLL cells
proliferate slowly in vivo, driven by unknown signals.
Therefore, it is notable that Wnt-3 was highly, and selec-
tively, expressed in CLL (Fig. 1 B). The Wnt gene family
encodes secreted proteins that signal through cell surface
receptors of the frizzled family to control development and
mediate malignant transformation (15). Intriguingly, an-
other CLL signature gene, Ror1, encodes a receptor ty-
rosine kinase with an extracellular domain that resembles a
Wnt interaction domain of frizzled (16). Recently, Wnt-3
has been shown to promote proliferation of mouse bone
marrow pro-B cells by initiating signaling events leading to
transcriptional activation by LEF-1(17). Thus, CLL cells
may use an autocrine mechanism of proliferation that is
used normally by B cell progenitors.

We nevertheless also found that the expression of hun-
dreds of other genes correlated with the Ig mutational sta-
tus in CLL, providing insights into the biological mecha-
nisms that lead to the divergent clinical behaviors of CLL
patients. The most differentially expressed gene between
the CLL subtypes was ZAP-70, a critical kinase that trans-
duces signals from the T cell antigen receptor, and is pref-
erentially expressed in normal T lymphocytes (18). Differ-
ential expression of ZAP-70 between CLL subtypes was
therefore surprising since its expression in normal B cells
has not been previously reported. However, by microarray
analysis and RT-PCR analysis we found that ZAP-70
mRNA is highly expressed in some B lymphoma cell lines
along with being differentially expressed by the CLL sub-
types. A ZAP-70–related kinase, syk, transduces signals
from the BCR (19), raising the possibility that ZAP-70

Figure 5. (A and B) Response of CLL subtype distinction genes during
B cell activation. Gene expression data from the following B cell samples is
depicted: 1, gene expression average from three resting B cell samples; 2,
blood B cells, anti-IgM 6 h; 3, blood B cells, anti-IgM � CD40L 6 h; 4,
blood B cells, anti-IgM � IL-4; 5, blood B cells, anti-IgM � CD40L �
IL-4; 6, blood B cells, anti-IgM 24 h; 7, blood B cells, anti-IgM � CD40L
24 h; 8, blood B cells, anti-IgM � IL-4 24 h; 9, blood B cells, anti-IgM �
CD40L � IL-4 24 h; 10–11, blood B cells, anti-IgM � CD40L � IL-4
48 h. (C) Percentage of CLL subtype distinction genes (red bar) and all
‘Lymphochip’ genes (blue bar) that are induced during B cell activation.
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might alter BCR signaling in CLL cells. Another CLL sub-
type distinction gene, Pak1, could contribute to the resis-
tance of CLL cells to apoptosis by phosphorylating Bad and
thereby preventing Bad from inhibiting BCL-2 (20).
FGFR1 is a receptor tyrosine kinase that can stimulate cel-
lular proliferation after interaction with fibroblast growth
factors. The higher expression of FGFR1 in Ig-unmutated
CLL is intriguing given that CLL patients have elevated
blood levels of basic fibroblast growth factor which can ac-
tivate FGFR1 and block apoptosis in CLL (21, 22).

Intriguingly, CLL subtype distinction genes were en-
riched for genes that are modulated in expression during
signaling of B cells through the BCR. One hypothesis
raised by this observation is that the leukemic cells in Ig-
unmutated CLL may have ongoing BCR signaling. Inter-
estingly, the VH repertoire usage in the Ig-unmutated and
Ig-mutated CLL is distinct (1–3) and the combinations of
VH, DH, and JH gene segments rearranged in CLL cells are
not random (1–3, 23, 24). These observations suggest that
the surface Ig receptors of CLL cells may have specificity
for unknown environmental or self-antigens. Indeed, CLL
cells have been shown to frequently produce antibodies
that bind classical autoantigens (25–27). The gene expres-
sion profiling data presented in this report raise the possibil-
ity that Ig-unmutated CLL cells may be continuously stim-
ulated in vivo by antigen, giving rise to a gene expression
profile that is reminiscent of BCR signaling. Indeed, CLL
cells from patients with progressive disease were more
readily stimulated by BCR cross-linking to synthesize
DNA than were CLL cells from patients with stable disease
(28). Although this study did not distinguish between Ig-
unmutated and Ig-mutated CLL, the results are consistent
with a differential ability of these subtypes to signal through
the BCR. Alternatively, it is possible that Ig-unmutated
CLL cells activate the same signaling pathways that are en-
gaged during B cell activation as a result of genetic changes
in the leukemic cells or by other pathological mechanisms.

An immediate clinical application of the present results
would be in the differential molecular diagnosis of CLL.
We demonstrated that as few as 1–3 genes could correctly
assign patients to a CLL subtype with 100% accuracy.
Thus, our results could be used to establish a quantitative
RT-PCR test to diagnose the CLL subtypes and that
would be easier to adopt clinically than DNA sequence
analysis of Ig variable regions. Given the relatively benign
course of Ig-mutated CLL, a simple diagnostic test based
on gene expression would provide valuable prognostic in-
formation for CLL patients and could be used to guide
treatment decisions.

Finally, our results suggest new therapeutic approaches
to this currently incurable leukemia. First, the protein
products of some of the CLL signature genes may present
new targets for mAb therapy and for vaccine approaches to
CLL. Second, the unexpected finding that B cell activation
genes were upregulated in Ig-unmutated CLL patients sug-
gests the intriguing possibility that signaling pathways
downstream of the BCR may contribute to the more pro-
gressive clinical course of these patients. Thus, therapeutic

targeting of these signaling pathways could specifically ben-
efit those CLL patients that show gene expression evidence
that these pathways are active.
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